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This mouse strain (including any and all progeny, "MICE") is distributed 
by The Jackson Laboratory with the following terms and conditions. 
 
Use of MICE by for-profit entities or for Commercial Purposes (as defined 
below) by any entity requires a license from Cornell University, as 
represented by its Cornell Center for Technology Enterprise and 
Commercialization("INSTITUTION"). Contact for license inquiries: 
 
Center for Technology Licensing at Cornell University (CTL) 
Attention: Contract Services 
395 Pine Tree Road, Suite 310 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
TEL:  607-254-4698 
FAX: 607-254-5454 
Email:  ctl-contracts@cornell.edu  
Cornell reference: D4184 
 
Commercial Purpose means: any use to perform contract research; any use by or 
on behalf of a for-profit entity, and production or manufacture of products for sale, 
lease or other disposition for consideration. Industrial sponsorship of academic or 
other nonprofit research is specifically considered a Commercial Purpose, 
regardless of the nature of the work performed under such sponsorship. 

As a service to the biomedical research community, The Jackson Laboratory 
("JACKSON") provides MICE to Recipient solely for research use and not for a 
Commercial Purpose.  Each Recipient of MICE from JACKSON agrees that MICE and 
any by-products derived from the MICE, including but not restricted to crossbred 
mice, shall be used by Recipient solely for internal research and shall not be sold 
or transferred or provided to any third party. Each Recipient further agrees not to 
use any agent or other third party to provide breeding or other services with 
respect to the MICE without the prior written agreement of JACKSON.    The 
original source of the MICE is the INSTITUTION and JACKSON distributes MICE 
under license from INSTITUTION under INSITUTIONS’s patent rights (the US 
provisional patent application serial number 60/946,646, titled "Transgenic Animal 
Models of Parkinson's Disease" and applications and patents that claim priority 
thereto) and under INSTITUTION’s ownership of the MICE as tangible property. 
INSTITUTION is an intended third party beneficiary of the agreement under which 
JACKSON provides MICE to Recipient.  Acceptance of the MICE from JACKSON shall 
be deemed agreement to these terms. 
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